Brewtastic Book Fair

Rock Cut Brewing + Cliffhanger Books

Chick-Flicks and BOOKS are better with beer

Pour a beer, cozy up, and read hopeless romantic novels

Brief Interviews with Hideous Men

In this thought-provoking and playful short story collection, David Foster Wallace nudges at the boundaries of fiction with inimitable wit and seductive intelligence.

Our Brewer/Bartender Kate recommends pairing this book with Leviathan Old Ale.

All books $1

cash or venmo accepted

@cliffhanger30517

Scan to Pay

Cliffhanger Used Books

Grab a beer and a bookmark!

Nicholas Sparks

The Wish

The Return

A Walk to Remember

The Best of Me

Notebook

by Nicholas Sparks

Sophie Kinsella

Confessions of a Shopaholic

Jennifer Weiner

In Her Shoes

The Gourmand

The Hating Game

Let it Be

Let's Stay Together

The Rescue

The Proposal

The Week I Met You

The Next Best Thing

The Heart of the House

The Birthday Party

The Last Time You saw Her

The Most Beautiful Girl in the World

The Year He Came Home

The Selection

The Retribution

The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Feminist Reads

The Boundaries of Our Skins

The Trouble with Mr. Perfect

The Groom Project

The Good Guy

The Good Neighbor

The Case Against Everything

The Final Girls

The Bachelor

The Bachelorette